Understanding the role of organizational factors in shaping the research careers of women academics in higher education
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ABSTRACT

This paper represents an attempt to make a theoretical contribution to its knowledge base through an analysis of the group factors which contribute to the success of women academics engaged in research within the area of social sciences. The data were obtained through a series of in-depth interviews carried out at public universities in Catalonia, with women academics— all of whom were the heads of research groups recognized by the Generalitat [Regional Government] of Catalonia. The findings indicate that research groups provide a supportive and effective environment for female researchers enabling them to develop their academic careers, as measured by such key performance indicators as the number of publications and successful applications for research funding.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Factors influencing the research careers

Research activity has been identified as one of the most important academic activities (Hobson, Jones & Deane, 2005) with significant studies being done by researchers in the field of educational organization. The authors’ attention was focused on the performance indicators of academic staff engaged in research activities (e.g. Bruneau & Savage, 2002; Morley, 2003), including such aspects as number of publications, budgets for research projects, and the dissemination of results. All these factors can become significant in determining promotion to higher professional levels, or obtaining professional prestige.

While the literature shows that some progress has been made with regard to the level of women’s participation in higher education, a distinct gender-based differentiation of roles still exists within universities (Sagaria & Agans, 2006; Smeyb & Ttry, 2005). For example, it has been suggested that women are more commonly associated with teaching activities while men are more likely to achieve recognition both for their research and for their management abilities (Bagilhole, 2007; Tomàs, Duran, Guillarmon & Lavie, 2008). Other issues arise too concerning the different circumstances that lead women to have lower research productivity levels (Walby & Olsen, 2002) and the identification of the obstacles faced by women in their research careers. Among these obstacles stands out the fact that women have less confidence in their own skills and do not enjoy the same degree of access to academic networks as men (Doherty & Manfredi, 2005). Women consequently have less access to funding for research (Lafferty & Fleming, 2000) and have fewer resources and fewer research staff (Toren, 1993).

Despite the obstacles mentioned above, there are successful women academics and some of them have achieved considerable professional recognition. It is enlightening to identify the factors which are instrumental in enabling female academics to succeed. Whereas obstacles to success have been widely researched, little research has been conducted into the factors associated with the success of women in leadership research positions.

Some relevant studies have been published both internationally and inside Spain and Catalonia, though. Some of the significant influences identified include the study about the concept of researcher development with a special focus on female leaders (Evans, 2012), the impact of training programs and their role in promoting professional development; the importance of acquiring research skills (Devos, 2007, amongst others); and mentoring programs (Higgs, 2003; Guillarmon, 2011). Other aspects related to building a successful career are the prevailing organizational culture and the social context (Dever & Morrison, 2009).

When the factors influencing research activity are investigated, the literature usually focuses on the individual level. Most studies concentrate on the effects caused by the individual determinants of academic success upon research (e.g. Stephan & Levin, 1997). Studies on how academic research is produced therefore need to acknowledge organizational and group factors, focusing on the context where research teams operate (Stephan & Levin, 1997) and examining the way in which the quality of fellow researchers belonging to the same degree of access to academic networks as men (Doherty & Manfredi, 2005). Women consequently have less access to funding for research (Lafferty & Fleming, 2000) and have fewer resources and fewer research staff (Toren, 1993).

When the factors influencing research activity are investigated, the literature usually focuses on the individual level. Most studies concentrate on the effects caused by the individual determinants of academic success upon research (e.g. Stephan & Levin, 1997). Studies on how academic research is produced therefore need to acknowledge organizational and group factors, focusing on the context where research teams operate (Stephan & Levin, 1997) and examining the way in which the quality of fellow researchers belonging to the same team or group can represent a crucial factor in the success and productivity of individuals (Carayol & Matt, 2004).

1.2 Organizational factors and their influence on the research career

Whilst a large and growing body of literature investigating the factors that influence productivity at an individual level has begun to appear, only a few studies have so far looked at research groups as factors affecting research success.

The research group represents the most characteristic organizational “micro” unit and very plastic entity with diffuse contours in some cases. Research groups are functional
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organizational units, directly associated with scientific research. There is no consensus, neither on the definition of research groups nor on its differentiation from groups of researchers in different organizational units. Some authors assimilate the group to a functional, organizational unit (Carayol & Matt, 2004; Lazega, Mounier, Jourda, & Stofèr, 2006). They have the capacity for self-organization and self-regulation (Rocha, Martin Sampere, & Sebastian, 2008) and their dynamics are subject to a variety of influences.

Some studies by Nowotny (1989) show the existence of multiple relationships and dependences of researchers on the scientific-technical systems, especially in relation to the dynamics of their colleagues and the evolution of different disciplines and research areas. Groups present clear advantages for research development, especially given the importance of complementarity and critical mass for certain functions. The performance of research groups is both quantitatively and qualitatively influenced, not only by individual characteristics of researchers but also by collective and contextual factors. The organizational context in which groups and researchers work significantly influences the work patterns, as well as the research cultures and dynamics. Broad contextual factors such as the discipline or scientific field, the organizational context, and the institution's prestige determine the degree of autonomy and flexibility, the financial support for research, the procedures and the assessment criteria—all of them factors which ultimately determine the productivity.

In the light of the aforementioned research, our study was designed to investigate the specific organisation factors, strategies, and work cultures associated with female academic success in the Catalan context.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 The research scenario

In the current university context, where academic performance and rankings are key indicators, the academic world is searching for ways to improve research capacity and productivity. Catalan universities endorse this paradigm, and their perspective has recently shifted towards an increasing emphasis on the publication of research works. Furthermore, there is pressure not only to publish but also to secure external and internal grant funding in order to ensure that future research is financially secure. Before this situation, the Catalan government through its University Quality Agency has developed an assessment model based on the overall performance of a research group, focusing particularly on the group leader’s merits. Those groups have come to be known as “Consolidated Research Groups” (CRGs): each group receives public funding according to the quality of their work according to yearly academic performance reviews.

The criteria used by the Agency give particular weight to the number of publications produced by the group members and the academic prestige of the journals in which they appear. The group leader is a key figure and his/her performance is a significant determining factor in obtaining an excellent rating. Therefore, successful researchers can be defined on the basis of their CRG leadership and the number of successful applications for research funding (from within their university, from the Catalan government or from external sources). Sixty-five percent of CRGs in Catalonia are led by men, as opposed to thirty-five percent led by women.

Taking this context into account, our study focuses on analyzing group factors which have a positive impact upon the success of CRG women leaders in their academic field.

The methodology comprised interviews with the participants, who are all actively engaged in research and have achieved a degree of public recognition in their respective fields. The interview guidelines were validated by means of pilot testing and evaluation, as well as through consultation with senior colleagues. A qualitative approach was used to analyze the interviews and explore participants’ perceptions of their experience in developing a successful professional research career.

2.2 Setting and Participants

Fourteen women who held leading positions in social science CRGs and worked at Catalan public universities took part in the present study. These women’s ages ranged from 30 to 60 years and their professional status varied from lecturer to associate professor and senior professor. Most of our participants were senior professors and only one was a lecturer. The groups included both women and men, all of them academics; they contained between 7 and 20 people and were composed by academics from the same field of knowledge. In the Spanish academic system, academics are obliged to fulfill three roles simultaneously: teaching, research and management. Usually the lecturers are obliged to undertake more teaching hours than associate professors or senior professors, who dedicate more time to the research activity or management.

Internal validity was ensured by the selection of informants using the following criteria: length of experience in management positions, type of research groups (different size and origin – different knowledge field within social sciences), and different typology of its leaders. This guaranteed that our interviewees conformed to a wide variety of profiles.

2.3 Data collection

Each participant was interviewed once and each interview lasted approximately 45 minutes. The interviews were conducted in Catalan and Spanish at interviewees’ working places, and were tape-recorded and later transcribed.

The interviews were semi-structured, with a set of flexible guidelines adapted to the particular characteristics of the different disciplines cultivated by participants.

The interview guidelines addressed the following topics:

— The background and context which provide the professional framework of the research team leader.
— The role of research and its impact on other professional functions (its integration with teaching and management).
— The researcher’s perception of factors contributing to her success (individual, group, and institutional factors).
— The culture and dynamics of the working environment (level of collaboration with the research group members, group climate, mutual support, career development, etc.).
— The group’s training function (the formative role of the research group, career development of junior researchers, etc.).
2.4 Data analyses

Qualitative information analyses were carried out using MAXQDA 2007 software. Initial data analysis enabled the identification of key areas based on research topics, which were subjected to further scrutiny in order to determine each topic’s components and the significance and meaning that the group and its leader attached to each one of those components.

The information was analyzed under the following categories:

- Building the research group.
- The role of research in academic life.
- The research-teaching nexus.
- The research-management nexus.
- Group culture.
- Work dynamics inside the group.
- The group leader’s role in the career development of junior researchers.
- Leadership style.
- The group’s formative role.

Much of the information provided by participants appears in the form of direct quotations during the analysis. Pseudonyms have been used throughout the study in order to ensure participants’ confidentiality.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The interviews revealed a set of factors associated with successful careers for women researchers: training for research, interest and motivation, the choices that they have made throughout their careers, the different stages in their academic careers, the time spent abroad, and the role of ‘mentors’ in assisting the development of their academic profile. In addition to these, group factors had an impact on the quality of interpersonal relationships within a research group – for instance, the working culture within the group, networks and the degree of institutional support received from academic heads.

Some of the most significant areas of this research examined the way in which female researchers defined their first steps in the research career, how they managed key milestones in their careers, how they developed their status as well-established researchers, and also their ability to ensure that the work of ongoing research programs was continued by new researchers.

Rocha, Martin Sampere and Sebastian (2008) identified the key relationship between individual and the group factors: “Individual and collective productivity is primarily influenced by the organizational context, which provides the template for such things as ways of working, research culture and the direction and impetus of work, which in turn shapes the work of both the group and the individual researcher.”

The focus in our study is on the group factors which can influence the career development of women researchers. The results have been organized according to the central research themes, illustrating our finding with quotations from the participants. Details about the age and academic position of contributors are also included in order to provide contextual information that enables a more accurate understanding of their statements.

3.1 How research groups are formed and how they function

Firstly, the analysis of participants’ opinions was focused on the group development process and its internal dynamics. Several stages could be identified in the research career along these lines. Our participants indicated that they initially preferred to work alone in the starting phase of their career and it was only as they advanced in their careers that they began to join other researchers. Participants characterise this moment as a period of reflection and construction of their own ideas, of consolidation in research interests and correlation with other researchers’ interests.

Secondly, participants specify the strategies used in order to build research groups. In this sense, there are two types of groups: those built around a senior researcher and those formed by the gathering of a group of researchers.

The evolution cycle of groups includes processes such as construction and disaggregation, inclusion of new members or dissolution according to the interests or personal trajectories of their members. Groups are thus different in size during their existence. Our participants noted that as a group increases in size, there will be a tendency for it to be divided into smaller groups, each one focusing on a different specific research topic. Amongst the factors identified by our participants as driving this process of segmentation and dissolution are: the academic development of researchers who seek greater independence and wish to exercise their own leadership; the appearance of incompatibilities and conflicts that inevitably arise in collective enterprises; the development of new research interests among researchers, and the emergence of new opportunities for professional development. The optimal size of groups and the potential benefits of resource concentration appear as particularly controversial aspects. This topic has been analyzed by several authors. Seglen & Aksnes (2000) examined group size and the relations that this has with research productivity. Von Tunzelman, Ranga, Martin and Geuna (2003) conclude in a review of the effects that size has on research performance that studies about the connection between size and productivity provide little convincing evidence linking these factors and advocate policies to encourage interaction between small units research to counter the problem of ‘loneliness’ as opposed to ‘nippick.’

The internal relationships as well as social integration within the group are related to factors such as group stability, cohesion and synergy. The social integration of researchers has been studied mainly at the “macro” and “meso” research organization, much less the research groups. The studies by Nowotny (1989) reveal the existence of multiple relationships and dependences of researchers on scientific-technical systems, especially in relation to the dynamics of their colleagues and the evolution of different disciplines and research areas.

The forces that maintain cohesion within research groups have to do with the degree of satisfaction among its members in terms of motivations, professional expectations and scientific goals. Cohesion is also related to sharing a group culture where leadership, interests, work habits, communication and information flows, along with competitiveness levels, are satisfactory for all group members. In this respect, some of the participants reported that it was very important to ensure the progression and personal development of researchers and they felt that this was linked to the recognition of individual diversity inside the group. In the participants’ words, professional success
is linked to progression and timing, and it depends on the particular personality of each member in the research group:

You need to be flexible; each person has a different rhythm. I think we need to recognize that one person’s contribution to a working group can be very different from someone else’s. Some people work at a very fast pace, while others might proceed at a slower pace and don’t publish much, even though they have a lot of knowledge to draw on (Maria, 56, senior professor, highlighted one of the participants).

The group offers its members mutual help and moral support. According to our participants, commitment to research and to the other group members is a key factor in achieving successful research outcomes:

Teamwork is the key to success. You need to know how to ensure that a team that has a good atmosphere, as effective cooperation is essential. So now we have a core of researchers who have acquired enough experience to undertake their own research projects (Carmen, 34, associate professor).

The group’s horizontal structure provides its members with a forum –where they can meet and discuss their concerns about research and academic life in general. As one participant put it:

Well, I think that working together, collaborating instead of competing with each other is very important –the fact that people are working towards a common goal. I’ve always encouraged group members to show a lot of initiative (Joana, 45, associate professor).

These responses illustrate how groups serve as spaces where members can build their confidence, acquire greater responsibility, and provide a sense of community that enhances everyone’s participation in the group. Lave and Wenger (1991) argue that individuals acquire respect, expertise and an identity that is valued by the community through an immersion in its environment and the participation in its practices. It is through integration into the research community that inexperienced researchers become familiar with the values, practices and knowledge of a group.

In line with the findings of Davis (2001) regarding the academic community, members acquire respect and status, intellectual capital actually, also as a result of working in a research team under the guidance of an experienced researcher. This sense of community was identified by our participants as extremely significant –since they believed that a well-functioning research group provides scope for all group members to make a contribution:

I think we need to recognize that one person’s contribution to a working group can be very different from someone else’s, but you can learn a lot from all these people, and we need to take that into account and use it to our benefit. I also think it’s important that everyone in the group feels they are part of the team. I see that as being your responsibility as the team leader (Maria, 58, senior professor).

Autonomy is related to independence in how they work:

Within a research community, both members and groups have a voice in the ongoing construction of the community’s values, structures, and practices as well as in the development of its identity:

Groups should have a lot of flexibility and it’s important to realize that. In a large group you can’t expect everyone to have the same interests, so you have to allow room for people to pursue their own interests while still participating in the group’s core research. To me that’s the important thing, making sure that everyone is able to find their own place within the overall organization and the production of research by the group (Mar, 45, associate professor).

Our respondents stressed the importance of using everybody’s skills and knowledge for the way in which the group develops. Such intellectual capital could be used to obtain funding and to deepen the group’s knowledge base about ways of developing and structuring the research community (Davis, 2001).

As could be seen through our study, the structure, dimension and internal dynamics of a research group are important aspects that influence group functioning and have an impact on both individual and group research trajectories.

3.2 Internal group factors that influence the success of research activity

Working in a group opens up the possibility of “sharing knowledge” and “establishing wider support networks. When you work in a group, the responsibility for its collective success is transferred to everyone within the group” (Elena, 60, senior professor). This brings us to another important ingredient for professional success: the need for everyone to share a culture of collaboration within the group:

This group has been working together for 15 years, and the shared approach to work is excellent; this is one of the best things about the group. Working as a group adds another dimension. You get to interact with lots of other people, and you get to see things from different perspectives and get ideas you would never even have considered, or at least not in those ways. There always seems to be a sense of progress and extraordinary intellectual pleasure, and that attitude is something we all share, so there’s always a great atmosphere, filled with enthusiasm (Elena, 60, senior professor).

These answers highlight the power of networks and groups, an aspect which has been widely discussed by authors such as Davies (2003) and McLaren (2002).

Our participants agreed that working in research groups may well be one of the most important factors in establishing them as successful researchers. Our researchers highlighted two important aspects: firstly, they regarded autonomy as being particularly important at the start of a research career; and secondly, they stressed the potential of group collaboration to assist in obtaining academic progress and recognition.

Autonomy is related to independence in how they work:

In these circumstances, researchers can be thought of as being free and independent, if not sometimes quite isolated (Travaille & Hendriks, 2010) as our researchers recognized.

Striking the right balance between individual effort and the social aspects of being involved in research needs to be taken into account when considering results, as this can sometimes become a key factor in professional success. Furthermore, writing articles, undertaking research projects and engaging in training activities were frequently described by participants in the present study as “collaborative activities” (Grbich, 1998). They actually highlighted the fact that knowledge creation is associated with social factors such as: collaboration with other members of the group; “work meetings, discussions with specialists in the field, deciding leadership strategies”;
“attending meetings with group leaders”; and “participation in seminars.”

Women researchers also stressed the importance of building horizontal networks between group members. Women researchers stated that they are more able to establish relationships with other specialists in their own field of knowledge, which enhances their productivity and visibility in science:

Establishing horizontal networks with women who are working in the same field as us is really important for us, not just in our own departments, but with people who work in other departments at other universities, in Spain or abroad, who face similar problems and issues (Clara, 38, lecturer).

These responses draw attention to the importance of networking, which long-term studies have shown to be significant in promoting research productivity and improving promotion prospects (e.g. Bryson, 2004; Gardiner, Tiggemann, Kearns, & Marshall; Poole et al., 1997). Along the same lines, some of our participants remarked that, in the highly competitive context of higher education, being able to obtain the funding and resources to undertake research can become a source of pride in itself. Obtaining funding is one of the ways through which research groups get visibility, and when funding is granted it can have “a very positive effect on a group’s mood” (Maria, 58, senior professor).

Research networks also help researchers to stay in contact with their colleagues and to better connect to the trends in their research field. Actually this capacity to anticipate trends in research has a critical importance and ensures success in research. One of the participants stated that:

You have to be alert to all kinds of signals. This, in effect, means you have to try to anticipate the direction research is heading towards. Being a pioneer in the field has always proved to be crucial. (Maria, 58, senior professor).

Following the research trends is important but not sufficient in order to obtain the maximum results in research. The group’s leaders also highlighted the importance of training within their research groups. According to participants, research groups provide the kind of supportive environment that ensures high standards and, by doing so, they effectively train the next generation of researchers. Our participants reported three main ways in which training was undertaken: visiting speakers, ‘in-house’ training organized by the research group itself and participating in training offered by external organizations.

One of the things we do is to invite an expert in the field to deliver a talk. “Once a month we get together and do two things: we update each other on how the research is progressing and we engage in some training activities. We also use external training, especially in the area of statistical methodology (Cristina, 43, associate professor).

Training is essential for the development of younger researchers. Senior researchers play an important role in training younger researchers and helping to share knowledge between group members:

Researchers need to be ‘generous.’ Every single grain of sand adds to the heap, and we are seeking to make advances in science, so it is important that knowledge and expertise get shared, and spread throughout the whole group. I don’t want knowledge just for myself. I want everyone to have access to it (Marina, 52, associate professor).

These statements relate to leadership style within the group. Most of the researchers who participated in our study reported that their preferred leadership style is one with a lot of responsibility delegation, and this is the most common approach inside their research groups. Participants think it is part of the research group leaders’ role to encourage members to pursue their own individual professional careers, within the group’s context. According to participants, another role of research group leaders is to resolve any “small” conflicts of interest that might arise between members. Moreover, all group leaders saw the maintenance of a positive and supportive environment for everyone as being one of their most important roles.

### 3.3 External group factors influencing success in research

In addition to internal group factors, some external organizational factors were identified as having an impact on the professional success of women researchers. The institutional context is established by departments and by the interaction of the variables found within that environment.

Some of the interviewees considered that their department offered positive support to research groups, encouraging and valuing their work. They also felt that the presence of many other research groups was a positive factor and also helped to promote excellence. In addition, one of the participants highlighted the importance for women to engage in mutual support networks, not only institutionally but also at a broader level. However, one of the participants reported that organizational influence, especially that of the faculty or department to which the group belongs, is of little importance for the development of research and only in a very few cases does it exert either a positive or a negative influence. In another case, one of the interviewees claimed that organizational demands took up a lot of time and her research team could better employ that time working directly on its research.

I don’t feel the university has supported my research career, and though that might sound unfair, that’s how I see things. I received some very modest financial support but really I couldn’t say that the University has supported my work (Laura, 41, lecturer).

When speaking about departmental support, the interviewees discussed this almost exclusively in terms of budgets and the allocation of funding. Most economic resources for research projects came from competitive call-for-research by public bodies at an either national or international level. Heads of departments are in charge of ensuring that the teaching responsibilities of their departments are met by the available staff, and there may be a relation between teaching and research. Although some studies have not found a direct relationship between teaching and productivity (Heinze, Shapira, Rogers, & Senker, 2009; Luukkonen, 2012), other authors argue that the relationship between these factors depends on the academic context (Griffiths, 2004).

Our results indicate that teaching and researching in the same field might have a mutually reinforcing quality: “Ideally, teaching should be closely related to your research. Engaging in research can have a positive effect on teaching and should lead to improvements in teaching, and you can incorporate the results of your research into your teaching” stated one of our participants (Laura, 41, lecturer).
Establishing a balance between research and teaching requires extra effort by everybody within the department and the results obtained in our study actually confirm the mutually supportive relationship between teaching and research. In addition, some of the interviewees pointed out that supervising doctoral and master degree students contributed to the development of their own careers: “Having master degree and doctoral students and supervising their research can prove very helpful” (Laura, 41, lecturer).

The relationship between research and teaching is widely debated in scientific literature; some authors consider them to be mutually supporting activities in the sense that one reinforces the other (e.g. Dever & Morrison, 2009).

Our participants consider that group members with high publication rates commit a lot of time and energy to their research. Rather than trying to do both things, they devote themselves primarily to research activities. The results suggest that the most productive researchers consider teaching to be less important than research and spend fewer hours teaching and preparing courses.

If the teaching activity seems to be relegated to a secondary place by researchers with a high production level, they pay even less attention to the management activity. For most researchers, management is considered to be a very “time-consuming activity” (Carmen, 34, associate professor).

The views expressed by our participants show both teaching and management activities as “disruptive” insofar as they absorb plenty of valuable time which could be better used for research. However, they made a distinction between undergraduate teaching and the supervision of masters’ and doctoral theses – which they regarded as being more apt to offer new ideas and research opportunities.

As academics face greater demands on their time, they find it increasingly hard to fulfil all their academic roles: research, teaching and management. That is the reason why our interviewees made several suggestions to their departments about what could be done in order to help them fulfil their research, teaching and administrative duties. The most frequent suggestion concerned the management of teaching: it has been proposed that one term should only be devoted to block teaching, so as to enable academics to spend more overall time on research activities. Other suggestions included receiving more resources and assistance from the department to fulfil administrative tasks. Thus, the onus of finding ways to manage conflicting demands on their time is likely to fall increasingly on the shoulders of the individual academic. Sadler (1999) and Subramaniam (2003) suggest that if academics are going to engage in such important activities as research, they need to be able to decide themselves how they use their time; and that academics need to make it as difficult to be interrupted when they are engaged in research as it is when they are engaged in face-to-face teaching.

This approach is in tune with the prevailing climate within higher education, where the “good researcher” is defined in terms of a narrow band of research outputs. This conception of the “successful researcher” will produce a researcher who tends to invest as little time and effort as possible in (particularly undergraduate) teaching and administrative tasks, who has a competitive approach to grant-getting, developing skills and who needs to invest energy in self-promotion and networking, both locally and internationally.

In the participants’ words, the influence of the department on research success is not conclusive, but academic freedom, a good atmosphere and a supportive environment do create a climate of trust that can contribute to a research group’s success. One participant explains:

“I work in a very supportive environment. The same as in other departments, there have been some pressures, but ours is a small department with a very relaxed working environment and it’s very flexible, so I’ve always felt that I could do what I wanted. I think I’m in a good environment, a very favorable one (Maria Carmen, 56, associate professor).

Several studies (e.g. Long, 1978) have found that providing a scientist with more free time to use for research, good quality physical resources and good social support to support his/her academic work can improve the prestige of a department. However Hagstrom (1967) concluded that, while departmental prestige is associated with a number of factors which might be expected to influence research productivity, there is no evidence for “believing that a greater productivity of scientists in high prestige departments is due more to the context where they work than to their research skills and motivations” (p. 61).

Despite the positive focus of our research, the interviewees felt that being a woman was an obstacle to building a successful academic career. In line with the findings of Guillarmon (2011), some of the women interviewed in this study pointed out that:

Despite the high number of women found at different levels within the university: undergraduates, Ph.D. students and those in the early stages of their careers, there are only four senior women professors in Spain [in anthropology]. In addition, these professors are currently undergoing a very demanding accreditation process in which they have to travel all around Spain to find an examining board; it could be said that this field is not particularly friendly towards women (Maria Carmen, 56, associate professor).

However, the recognition of the barriers that women who head research groups have to deal with at universities is one of the factors that might improve the chance of success for other women academics. If academic women start to recognize the impact of gender disparities within the university environment, they will be able to work together to reduce such disparities and promote successful careers for other women.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Success at university is also associated with organizational factors and depends on the effective functioning of a research group. With regard to research groups, if women research directors achieve a certain level of success, it is seen as a reflection of the whole group’s efforts and that success is shared among all its members. At the same time, the success of women research directors is also seen as a motivating factor both personally and at a group level. The characteristics of successful women leaders in research groups include a willingness to share knowledge, to collaborate effectively and to maintain a clear vision and a set of objectives. All these factors are essential for the achievement of success both personally and at a group level for any length of time. Women acting as research directors associated personal success with group success and knowledge sharing. The ability to work in a group, creatively and collaboratively, to interact with others and share responsibility was also mentioned as a determinant of success. Successful research groups can be recognized by the quality of their publications and the results of their research (budgets, training), by their good working environment, by their ability to meet...
technical and financial conditions and by the reputation and professional recognition of their leaders. Group factors are necessary for success, as they ensure that the individual researchers partake in the overall success of the group.

This article summarizes the group factors that determine the success of women who are research group directors. Despite the institutional, group and personal obstacles, women in such positions promote academic development, better research and the effective communication of results. A willingness to continue working and changing the intellectual environment stand out among the objectives that successful women occupying directorial roles within research value most highly, even though universities in Catalonia are still perceived to be dominated by masculine cultural values.

This study has some limitations too. Findings should be viewed as an initial exploration of the group factors that affect women’s career development in higher education. However, further studies are needed in order to explore the relationships and patterns that might explain changes in the professional practices from an organizational point of view.

The results of the present study could improve our knowledge of the factors associated with excellence in research among academic women. This could assist in the development of institutional policies and practices at the higher education level and such organizations could adopt approaches which would largely help women to build successful research careers.
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